Can Codes & Standards class be interesting and NOT boring?

Field notes from a novice
anyone? anyone?

COVER OR UNCOVER?
activate learning

SIMPLE QUESTION: WHY DOES SCHOOL HAVE TO BE SO BORING?

THERE IS ONLY ONE THING WORSE THAN BEING BORED AND THAT IS BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR TEACHING THE BORED
lectured vs being involved
learning in context

Outline of work: Each team (3-4) is responsible for 1 means of egress (#1-9)

1) Utilize an appropriate textbook reading/lecture applicable to selected means of egress in order to understand it and be able to evaluate codes compliance
2) Photograph, observe, note, measure selected building areas
3) Notice fire safety equipment, signage & hardware
4) Identify/Label the selected egress component on the provided floor plans
5) Incorporate previously learnt Occupancy Classification & Occupancy Load
6) Put your above work into a short Power Point presentation (3-5 slides)
7) Present as a group (5-7 min)